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HOME EXTENSION

III. Social and Emotional Development
D. SENSE OF IDENTITY AND BELONGING
4. Develops sense of self-awareness and independence
Benchmark c.
Begins to use words to demonstrate knowledge of personal
information (e.g., hair color, age, gender, or size

Self Portraits, give the children a small
mirror and help them create self-portraits of
themselves. Use quartered sheets of paper.
Emphasize they need to LISTEN for
directions. Give them step by step
directions, draw the shape of your face,
draw your eyes, your nose, your mouth, and
your hair.

After dinner this one night this week, have
everyone in the family create their own selfportraits. Talk about how God made everyone
alike or different from each other.

SKILL STREAMING / SECOND STEP- Listening

Play A game of Simon Says during circle
time. Make sure to emphasize when “Simon
didn’t say!” Discuss using our listening ears
and listen for when “Simon didn’t say”

Play your own fun game of Simon says with
your family this week! See who is LISTENING
and who is NOT!

I. Physical Development A. HEALTH AND WELLBEING a.
Active Physical Play 1. Engages in physical activities with
increasing balance, coordination, endurance, and intensity
Benchmark a. Engages in active games or outdoor play and
other forms of physical activity for sustained periods of time
(e.g., dancing in circle time)

Listening Game- Emphasize how they need
to LISTEN for directions. Start with simple
directions, touch your nose, touch your hair,
touch your elbow, touch your elbow to your
knee, touch your ear to your shoulder, touch
your knee to your elbow…. Continuing to
make it make it more interesting and
complex.

This is such a fun game! Try it with your family
and see what funny movement combinations
your family can come up with!

